**BENEFITS**

- Easily Configurable
- Product Control
- Reduces Costs
- Improves Ergonomics
- Improves Service Life

**DESCRIPTION**

The BestConnect® modular rigid conveyors are designed to provide rapid assembly of conveying solutions for changing workplaces. This system is easily configured and re-configured as required to suit your immediate requirements.

This conveying solution can incorporate photo electronics to provide automated flow control, providing the user with improved ergonomics, reduced labor cost, and increased service life. With options of using read-between-the-roller optics, all product shapes and materials can be detected and controlled easily. This zoned flow control allows each package to proceed only when the downstream zone is empty.

The BestConnect rigid roller conveyor can easily be combined with any of our NestaFlex® gravity or BestFlex® power flexible products for system building.